Abstract. Based on a detailed study of Pc3 events at an array between L = 1.5 and 3 in Central Europe, the authors found quick changes between upstream waves (UW, i.e. pulsation directly driven by UW) and ®eld line resonance (FLR, i.e. azimuthal oscillations of geomagnetic ®eld lines). The alternation of the two types is especially characteristic (and the UW part stronger) if the interplanetary magnetic ®eld (IMF) is highly variable. Events due to ®eld line resonance may have a structure consisting of multiple lines with frequencies diering by about 10%, corresponding to neighbouring shells of ®eld lines separated by about 100 km at the surface. This coincides with previous ®ndings (about 10% at a meridional distance of 80 km). The frequency of the UW type is well correlated with the frequency of waves in the interplanetary medium. Additionally, there are signals of unidenti®ed origin which also seem to be in¯uenced by IMF.
Introduction
In the ®rst six months of 1991, the geomagnetic observatories Niemegk (NGK), Nagycenk (NCK) and L'Aquila (AQU), lying approximately along a meridian (L-values of the three stations at a height of 110 km are 2.25, 1.87 and 1.55, respectively), carried out a pulsation campaign. Pulsations were recorded simultaneously between 0800 and 0900 UT, and then between 1400 and 1500 UT. The campaign aimed at a detailed study of the two most important sources of Pc3 (10±45 s) and Pc4 (45±150 s), namely of waves driven directly by upstream waves (UW) originating in the fore-shock interplanetary space (Gul'elmi, 1974; VeroÄ , 1980 , 1986 , Russel and Hoppe 1981 Yumoto,1986 , StrÏ esÏ tik, 1987 , Yedidia et al., 1991 , Villante et al., 1992 , VeroÄ et al., 1994 and of waves due to ®eld line resonance (FLR). FLRs (Southwood, 1974; Chen and Hasegawa, 1974) are generally characterized by nearly sinusoidal waveforms. The frequency (period) of pulsations with FLR origin is approximately constant at a station, independently of interplanetary conditions. There is a change in period, however, with magnetic latitude. When talking about FLR we think of azimuthal oscillations of the magnetic L-shells. Individual L-shells can oscillate quite independently at their eigenmodes. Due to the 90°r otation in the ionosphere (Hughes, 1974) , toroidal ®eld line oscillations give rise to ground pulsations primarily con®ned to the geomagnetic north/south, H, component. We shall call pulsations with periods depending on geomagnetic latitude or L-value ®eld line resonance or simply FLR in the following. The other type of pulsations, due to upstream waves, exhibits a less regular form. The spectra show broader peaks; the periods do not change with latitude but follow the interplanetary magnetic ®eld (IMF) magnitude in average approximately according to the relation T = 170/B, where T is the period (in s), and B the scalar magnitude of the IMF (in nT). Therefore, these pulsations may be regarded as directly driven by UW. (It is to be remarked that pulsations from other sources may also have periods which do not depend on L-value and are not correlated with the IMF. One should, however, be cautious in the formal distinction of the two types, as both may come from the same primary origin.
In the following, the term impulse or UW impulse is often used. Pulsation activity is mostly of variable amplitude, quite often wave packets follow each other rather regularly. These wave packets can have at least two dierent origins: they can be due to interference of signals with slightly dierring frequencies, and due to realistically existing impulsive excitation (see VeroÄ and Cz. Miletits, 1994) . In the following, an impulse is called a UW-impulse, if the period of the impulse does not change with L-value (or with latitude). It will be shown that the occurrence frequency of such UW-impulses increases with increasing variability of IMF, and thus they may originate from the interplanetary medium, while beats are artefacts of the interference without any special source.
In a ®rst study of the collected material (VeroÄ et al. 1995) , the average hourly spectra obtained at each of the three stations were studied from the point of view of distinguishing the two types of pulsations and to ®nd characteristic parameters for them. It was con®rmed that both sources of the pulsations have to coexist if we try to explain their observed characteristics, as had been found based on data of a former array, including two stations of the present array (Cz. Miletits et al., 1990) . Sometimes FLRs had been identi®ed only in a part of the chain of the three observatories, most often at Lvalues 2.5±3. From the data of the same array it was supposed that the beating structure of the pulsations is due to interference of signals from neighbouring resonant shells. From the number of individual cycles within the beats, the dierence in the eigenperiod of such shells was estimated to be about 10%.
In the present paper we shall discuss in detail two selected intervals from the records of this array which were supplemented by records from the observatories Budkov (BDV, L = 2.0) and Warnkenhagen (WRH, L = 2.5). The ®rst is situated between NCK and NGK, the second extends the array towards higher latitudes, but is still at mid-latitude. Moreover, records from Kakioka (KAK, L = 1.2) were also used to see the eects of European pulsation bursts in the East-Asian sector, at a lower latitude. Due to the dierence in LT, 0800±0900 UT is early evening at KAK, and no strong FLR activity is expected there. Sampling rate was at the dierent stations between 1 and 3 s, and thus the lower limit of the dynamic spectra (10 s) is well above the Nyqvist period (2±6 s).
Based on the type of the pulsations seen at the dierent stations, 13 intervals were chosen for detailed investigation. The ®rst selection was subjectively made so that the sample should include all distinguishable pulsation types (period changing with L-value, constant period everywhere, intermittent activity, etc.). For these intervals high-resolution dynamic spectra were produced from the available records of all stations. Thè`n ormal'' dynamic spectra used in this study are computed with digital ®lters having centre period/ frequency steps of 10% and covering the whole range of the periods studied. The advantage of computing dynamic spectra with convolution ®lters is that the parameters can be more easily changed, adapted to the period range studied for example by changing the truncated length of the ®lters (see also the Appendix and further comments to come). The reliability of the power and dynamic spectra was checked by comparing spectra computed by dierent methods. From these intervals, two with variable spectra were selected for a detailed study of the quick changes in the pulsation regime. The 0800±0900 UT interval, 18 June was most thoroughly investigated, being of special interest from the point of view of quick changes in the occurrence of dierent pulsation types along the meridian. The results were then compared to simultaneous interplanetary data (IMP-8) concerning IMF magnitude and upstream wave activity. The 0800±0900 UT, 22 May event is also presented in some detail, as an event with several similar, but also some dierent characteristics.
18 June event

Detailed study of the dynamic spectra
In the following, records and dynamic spectra of the 0800±0900 UT, 18 June event are presented as an interval which contained simultaneously both types of Pc3±4 pulsations. Records of all the six stations were available, at WRH with a short interruption in the middle of the interval (0830±0835 UT). Due to some outstanding features, this interval is also called an event.
Amplitude spectra of the full 60 min show a continuous increase in the dominant period with L-value (Fig. 1) . (The FLR periods were in the time of this study at the stations of the array: AQU, 15 s, NCK, 22 s, BDV, 26 s, NGK, 32 s, WRH, 41 s. These values are based on a preliminary statistical estimation of the dominant period at each station.) At AQU, there is a 16-s FLR peak, with a¯at secondary maximum at about 32 s. At NCK, a rather broad maximum is at 23 s (FLR), this maximum is¯at, especially towards longer periods, extending nearly to 30 s. At BDV, the maximum lies at 28 s (FLR), and it is rather sharp. At NGK, the spectrum is again¯at, with maxima around 65±70 s and at 34 s (FLR); at even shorter periods, there are no clear peaks, but the amplitudes are at a constant level down to 12 s ± this part may include the second harmonic of the FLR. At WRH, the maximum is at 42 s (FLR), with an additional secondary peak at 22 s (second harmonic of FLR?) and a third small one at 13 s. At KAK, there is ā at peak between 40 and 55 s, with a secondary one at 32 s, without any indication of FLR. There was in general no identi®able noise at any of the stations. Exceptions are small short-period impulses at NGK that may be caused by the minute time-marks. These impulses might add to the 65±70-s peak. The small 13-s peak at WRH may also be in¯uenced by noise. It is to be remarked with regard to these characteristic periods that we did not taken into account each instrument's transfer function (which is everywhere near to¯at in the period range studied), as we have limited our attention to the determination of dominant periods without comparing signal strength along the array. The inclusion of the instrument transfer functions would not change the position of the spectral peaks; it could, however, change the shape of the spectrum. Therefore, when discussing shapes of spectra, this fact should be remembered.
Based on the hourly spectra, this event seemed to represent a clear example of pure FLR, perhaps with the addition of some activity with periods of about 30 s at several stations (supposedly UW due to the constant period at dierent latitudes). Dynamic spectra (Figs Thus, dynamic spectra indicate also some 30-s activity, which, as it is at least sometimes present at most stations, might be connected with upstream waves. Afterwards we could identify the greatest number of UW impulses during this event among all studied. Nevertheless, the dominant bands correspond to FLR as expected, and they mostly have strong beating structure (spots). Amplitude and phase diagrams of the (®ltered) series con®rm that the spots can result from beating, i.e. from the interference of two neighbouring frequencies, as at moments of amplitude minima the phase skips by p (see Fig. 4 for the 25.9-s series of BDV). If the dynamic spectra from the various stations are overlayed, some of the spots of high activity rather surprisingly cover each other at several stations, or even at all of them. In other cases the spots appear shifted according to the expected change of the FLR period with latitude. To be able to study these spots of high activity, seven time-intervals were selected when Pc3±4 activity peaked everywhere along the array. In each of them, either spectra of short intervals (some minutes long) were computed, or instantaneous amplitudes were taken from the dynamic spectra, when the length of the interval is determined by the length of the ®lter (actually about 1 min). The following Table 1 gives the results of this detailed study.
[Note that the 12-and 60-s periods at NGK may be partly due to the minute time-marks, and they are therefore not fully reliable, but a 60-s signal may also be trapped plasmasphere mode (Samson et al., 1992) .]
The spectra of the selected short intervals indicate a predominance of the UW-type before 0820; then up until 0839, FLR gets stronger and stronger, at which time UW dies away, and reappears immediately afterwards; towards the end UW again gets weaker, with continuously strong FLR. Concerning UW, the periods observed at the array indicate a rather strong change of the period from 22 to 42 s.
As regards the distant Asian station KAK, whenever events of UW pulsations were present at the European stations, there was, though mostly rather weak, some indication in the KAK records; impulses of FLR resonance were absent there. This is especially clear in the case of the 0836±0838.5 interval, when FLR activity was present along the array, without any indication at KAK.
Two facts are remarkable during the 18 June event: at ®rst, UW-and FLR-type pulsations change quickly from one type to the other, so spectra of consecutive intervals may dier very signi®cantly. The most eminent examples are the events at 0814 (UW) and at 0820±0823 (FLR) or at 0836±0838.5 (FLR), and that at 0839±0842 (UW). Figure 5 shows latitudinal cross-sections through the 0814 and the 0820 to 0823 events representing the two extremal conditions found during this interval. During the ®rst section, there was strong UW activity (28 s everywhere) with some trace of FLR only at NGK; during the second, there was an FLR main peak at each station. At NGK, the second harmonic was also present, with a somewhat smaller amplitude, and 40-s activity, possibly of UW origin, was observable at each station. The change between the two types is abrupt, taking place within, a few minutes or even less, and it clearly indicates the quickly changing excitation of UW and FLR pulsations.
The other remarkable fact is that originally the interval 0800±0900 UT, 18 June, was classi®ed as belonging to the FLR type. The detailed study, however, revealed many UW impulses. The UW character does not appear dominant in the spectra of the full interval, since UW impulses have short duration and often change period.
As Fig. 6 shows, the period of the pulsations, tentatively called UW, changed with time. In general, they followed the changes of the IMF ®eld strength with a shift of 5±10 min as observed by IMP-8, but the B values actually observed are by a factor of about 1.5 higher than those estimated from the UW periods. IMP-8 was at that time at a position (solar ecliptic coordinates) X: A 8 to A 9 Earth radii (R E ), Y: + 29.5 to + 29.8 R E , Z: + 6 to + 8 R E and 5-min averages of the magnetic ®eld readings were used. A reasonable agreement between observed and predicted wave period is obtained if we use the relation 255/B and allow for a propagation delay of 5 (or 10) min. This is not identical to the simple formula 170af, and makes the UW origin somewhat questionable, nevertheless, high-resolution (1.28-s) IMP-8 data con®rm the close correlation between surface pulsation activity and interplanetary waves during this interval. Moreover, the spacecraft was outside the dusk¯ank of the magnetosphere on the nightside: however, this and some other events studied con®rmed the possibility of an interplanetary medium ± surface correlation of the pulsations even in such cases.
The high-resolution IMP-8 data ( Fig. 7) show clear Pc3 activity, especially in the y-and z-components. A shift to longer periods is also evident in the last 20 min. Power spectra evaluated every 5 min with the maximum entropy method at order 15 ( Fig. 8) for the y-component always show a clear peak in the Pc3 band.
Five-minute averages of the IMF intensity (top panel, time shifted backwards by 10 min) and the central period of ground pulsations taken from Fig. 6 , as well as Fig. 9 . The correspondence is best for this shift, though 5-min shift backwards also gives acceptable coincidence. Thus the interpretation in terms of upstream waves of peaks identi®ed in the ground spectra at latitudinally spread stations is reinforced by the direct comparison with the wave characteristics in the vicinity of the magnetopause, in the present case at the dusk¯ank of the magnetosphere.
The frequency of the main peak of the y-component is well correlated with the B intensity: the correlation coecient (for 11 points) is 0.74 and the regression analysis provides the equation: 237af where the constant of 237 is not far from the previously estimated value of 255.
Concerning the amplitudes of the pulsations, the interplanetary activity has some features common with the ground activity, such as a switch-o in the middle of the interval, and a strong increase towards the end which is then followed by very high activity in the interplanetary medium around 0905 UT (no longer included in Fig. 1 ).
Dynamic spectra of the event with very high frequency resolution
Digital convolution ®lters used for the production of the dynamic spectra have characteristics which are to be explained before discussing this event further (see also the Appendix). Theoretically, convolution ®lters have in®nite length. For practical reasons, ®lters must be truncated. Truncation somewhat alters, however, the form of the transfer function. If the truncation is too strong, the frequency/period resolution deteriorates, but the time resolution improves (shorter ®lters are possible). In the case of less heavy truncation, the frequency resolution is better, but the time resolution gets poorer (longer ®lters). Thus, the actual ®lter used is always a trade-o between time and frequency resolution. For given time and frequency/period scales, the``best'' ®lter is that one in which the spots in the dynamic spectrum are roughly circular at the given scales, meaning the same resolution in both directions. (Scales are always to be chosen based on practical experience. In the present case, the period width of the spots, be they impulses or beats, and their duration determine the scales, when a period dierence of 10% corresponds to 1 min, both being near to the average values of the corresponding parameters for such impulses or beats. Moreover, the applied 10% step in period is equal to the period dierence of neighbouring resonant shells). For special purposes, e.g. for the exact determination of the moment of an impulse, one of the resolutions can be increased, but similarly to Heisenberg's relation, the resolution in the other direction gets poorer. In the case of the dynamic spectra presented in Figs. 2±3, the resolution is`c ircular'' for periods around 20±30 s, i.e. for the most common periods of the UW-type pulsations and also for FLR around v 2. That means that if these ®lters are used, pulsation beats which may originate from the interference of neighbouring shell resonances (VeroÄ and Cz Miletits, 1994) exhibiting period dierences of roughly 10%, cannot be resolved. For this purpose, the frequency resolution must be increased at the cost of the time resolution. Figure 10 shows such dynamic spectra for the present event from NCK and NGK with increased frequency resolution. The maxima are elongated in the direction of the time-axis as expected. These features of the dynamic spectra do not yield a ®nal argument either in favour of impulsive events, or for interference of neighbouring periods, as their form is simply a consequence of the mathematical treatment. If we have interference of two neighbouring waves, beats will result in case of high time resolution and individual bands in case of high frequency resolution (as seen in Fig. 10 ). Nevertheless, there are additional features in these dynamic spectra which are of interest in both cases, such as (1) the distance between the simultaneously active periods, and (2) moments of the changes of the interference structure. That is why these somewhat exceptional dynamic spectra are presented here. In the following we discuss in detail two features for the present event.
The very high resolution spectra reveal that the typical separation of the``lines'' (not only during the selected events) is everywhere about 10%, with a range between 7% and 14% (Fig. 11) . (The distribution is bimodal, with two peaks at 10% and 13%, but the minimum between them is not signi®cant.
This value of the dierence between lines, being around 10%, is the same as deduced previously from the beat frequency of FLR (VeroÄ and Cz Miletits, 1994) . Thus it is possible to interpret these``lines'' as resonance frequencies of neighbouring shells (correspondingly, the estimated shell width at the surface is the same as previously found, namely about 100 km). In such a case, however, it should be expected that lines found in the dynamic spectra of any two neighbouring stations coincide within an acceptable error limit. In the ®rst part of the interval this is not the case, there are few . Cross-sections from dynamic spectra through all stations at 0814 (top) and for the interval 0820±0823 (bottom). At each station, the spectra are normalized so that the maximum in the range 10±50 s is 1, as in Fig. 1 . Isolines are plotted at distances of 0.2 units Fig. 6 . The 0800 to 0900 UT, 18 June event: periods of pulsations supposedly originating from upstream waves. The range of periods observed along the array is indicated for each event when UW-type pulsations were identi®ed. The IMF magnitude is represented (full circles, solid line) as 255/B, and shifted backward in time by 5 min apparent coincidences. In the second part, when FLRs were more eective, there are several lines in the two spectra which coincide within an error limit of about 1 s. The period of many other lines diers by about 10%, as would occur if the two stations see only one (but not the same) of the two adjacent shells. Thus, the possibility of the direct detection of the shell structure of the FLR based on the pulsation records of a surface station at mid-latitudes should not be excluded in spite of several diculties: the mathematical treatment does The number of lines which correspond with each other is given for each pair of stations in the following table. The counting is subjective and depends on the limits chosen for lines, nevertheless, the ratios are stable, as found by a few experiments. In a few cases, lines are present at more than two stations. The total number of counted lines at each station is also given (e.g. at the crossing point AQU-AQU).
A signi®cant proportion of the lines, amounting to about 50%, have a partner at some other station, especially at a neighbouring one, as e.g. at NCK and BDV. At both ends of the array, i.e. at AQU and WRH, this amount is much less, about 20%±30%.
The other interesting feature of these dynamic spectra is that in some cases the appearance of UW activity seems to terminate previous FLR structures and to excite new ones.
At NGK such changes are not very obvious, but even there they do appear; for example, the FLR lines change somewhat around 0830 and there are several new lines which start during the selected``short intervals'' (e.g. a 60-s line at 0806, a 30-s line at 0820 and a 38-s line at 0837), afterwards they mostly soon die away.
At NCK abrupt changes are more prominent, especially at 0820 when a three-line structure turns to a twoline one; further, even if less spectacular, events are found at 0814, 0830 and 0853. The appearance of new lines and their fading is also observable on several other occasions.
At AQU (not shown here), several impulses excited new lines and in some cases previously existing lines died away. Here, the 16-s FLR line is present from 0806 till 0833; both moments (start and end) coincide with a selected``short interval''. Some appearances and disappearances of neighbouring lines (around the 16-s FLR) Fig. 8 . Power spectra for the y-component of the IMF evaluated every 5 min, with the maximum entropy method at the order 15 are connected to such events too. Thus, e.g. the 16-s line reappeared at 0846 and lasted till the end of the interval. At WRH (not shown), the FLR line died away around 0820, and only the UW signal remained. During the gap in the record, a very pronounced long-period structure developed, possibly due to the fact that the supposed UW signals also had then long-period components, near the local FLR period at WRH. Around 0840, the periods at NGK and WRH indicate a very well developed FLR structure.
Thus transitions between dierent structures are connected to impulses, when previous structures are terminated and new ones come up. This fact leads to the supposition that both types have the same primary origin and resonance occurs at latitudes where the UW spectrum has enough power at the local resonant frequency.
From the study of a single event, i. e. 0800±0900 UT, 18 June 1991, which is exceptional due to the fact that the greatest number of individual UW impulses were found within 1 h from among all intervals studied, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. Upstream wave events (i.e. events when the period does not change with L-value) are imbedded in intervals of strong pulsation activity, even if the activity is mostly of FLR origin. The two types, FLR and UW activity, may alternate quite quickly, i.e. within a few minutes, but they may also appear simultaneously. UW impulses (for explanation of this term see Sect. 1) are strong, but are of short duration, while FLR activity is nearly always present to a certain degree. 2. Even in the absence of distinct UW activity, the latitudinal distribution of the pulsation amplitude may change quickly, within a few minutes or even faster. FLRs are con®ned to a part of the present array, i.e. they do not cover the whole mid-latitude zone. This fact has already been observed by Cz Miletits et al. (1990) . FLR is more frequently observed at the northern part of the array, at NGK and at WRH. 3. High frequency resolution dynamic spectra detect the local FLRs as activity maxima (spectral peaks) with periods diering from each other by about 10%. Simultaneously, two or more such``lines'' may be present at the same station, up to a maximum of ®ve. 4. UW impulses may terminate previously existing oscillations of FLR, and build up new structures. Structures change abruptly rather than by continuous transition.
Even if the very high resolution dynamic spectra produce structures elongated along the time-axis, the observations described by points 3 and 4 show a physical change in the structure of the pulsation spectra, independently of the method used.
22 May event
As a second example, the 0800±0900 UT interval, 22 May 1991, is chosen. Figure 12 shows the axes of the maximum amplitudes (periods) vs. latitude of the recording stations (WRH data are missing for this interval). In Fig. 13 , the latitude-independent periods are plotted vs. time together with the (simultaneous) IMF scalar magnitudes. The situation in the 22 May event seems to be rather simple: between 0843 and 0846, there are FLRs along the whole array, at 0847, i.e. 1 min after the ®rst sample, the situation is dierent: only UW (with periods of about 30 s and perhaps with 70±80 s) can be identi®ed. A few minutes later, between 0853 and 0855.5, the situation has again changed: FLR is present, but the change of the period vs. latitude is somewhat less than normal. Immediately afterwards the latitude dependence of the periods again becomes stronger, not being very dierent from that during the ®rst short interval (0843). Fig. 13 . IMF scalar magnitude during the 3 h centred around the interval 0800±0900 UT, 22 May, and the observed surface pulsations of supposedly UW origin. In this particular case (expressed as f Ã 170a , the long-period (T, about 70±80 s) activity may be of UW origin, the exceptional 30-s activity (T') with constant period at 0847±0849.5 UT may correspond to a somewhat later IMF value
In contrast to this simple picture, however, Fig. 13 shows that the IMF was very weak during this interval, and thus some small 70±80-s activity present several times during the event (see e.g. in Fig. 12 ) may be the UW component, while the 30-s activity appearing around 0848 can only be connected to a later phase of the changing IMF; the shift of about 5 min is, however, acceptable with reference to the shift experienced during the 18 June event.
Both examples, the 18 June event described in most detail and the 22 May event, have in common that the IMF was very strongly varying during these intervals: moreover, at the end of the interval (22 May) or shortly afterwards (18 June) a shock front reached the vicinity of the Earth.
Other intervals from the 1991 and 198arrays
Thirteen intervals (of a total of 360 recorded) were selected on the basis of the criterion to include dierent kinds of pulsation activity, with and without period change vs. latitude. This sample includes the 22 May and 18 June, 0800± 0900 UT events, too. According to the 5-min data of the IMF obtained after selection, the intervals with highly variable IMF (dierence between maximum and minimum B values more than 3 nT) proved to contain frequent switches between UW and FLR activity. From the remaining ten events (of less frequent switches between UW-and FLR-type acitivities), only one had similar variability in B (elsewhere the 5-min values changed within a range less than 1.5 nT). Even in that exceptional case, there was only one sudden change in the IMF at the middle of the interval without a corresponding change in the period; it is possible that the responsible shock did not aect the Earth.
A survey of a dozen events collected during the functioning of the 1984 array (Cz. Miletits et al., 1990) con®rmed that a quick switch between FLR-and UWtype pulsations was then also frequent: the more frequent, the more variable the IMF.
In spite of the complex nature of the pulsation activity during the selected events and without presenting here detailed results, several common characteristics of these events are evident:
1. High variability of the IMF leads to a strong excitation of FLR (2 May, 22 May and 18 June events in 1991). 2. UW and FLR are often mixed, with higher time resolution one will probably ®nd an alternation of both types.
Discussion
In the present study, the 18 June event served as a basis.
In the other twelve events of the 1991 array and in several events of the 1984 array, similar characterics were found. Evidently, the very quick changes between the two types, UW and FLR pulsations, are characteristic for a part of the events, when the variability in the IMF magnitude is also high. Some of our points go beyond previous work, especially of Waters et al. (1991 Waters et al. ( , 1994 and Samson et al. (1992 Samson et al. ( , 1995 ; these papers are used in the following as reference.
1. We suppose that pulsations directly driven by upstream waves are nearly as common as FLR. Otherwise, the connections Pc3±4 period ± IMF magnitude and pulsation amplitude ± cone angle (e.g. VeroÄ , 1980) would be hardly interpretable. Moreover, signals having the same period at all latitudes or L-values are quite often clearly present, as shown e.g. in Fig. 5 . Some connection may also exist between FLR and IMF magnitude (period of UW) due to the fact that FLR can only be excited when the spectrum of the UW contains the local FLR period, and thus a shift in the UW spectrum may shift the location of the zone where FLR is observed, in turn shifting the``global'' spectrum of FLR too. This connection is, however, insucient to explain the experimentally con®rmed very close connection between Pc3±4 periods and IMF magnitude, and even less the connection with the cone angle.
2. We found a quick alternation of FLR-and UWtype events, even within intervals which were previously characterized as belonging to any of these two types based on spectra over longer, say hourly intervals. This alternation means, at least in a signi®cant part of the cases studied, that UW impulses come through the magnetosphere and excite FLRs. These FLRs then oscillate with the period of the shell for some time. If there are many UW impulses during an interval, the whole pulsation activity of the interval may take on the character of an UW event, meaning that the actual pulsation period depends on IMF magnitude, and does not change with latitude. Nevertheless, stations at certain latitudes, as e.g. NGK and WRH (L-values > 2.2) in the present array, may exhibit FLRs, even if elsewhere no FLR is observed.
3. The source of the UW pulsations is quite well explained, the excitation of the FLR remains open. It should be considered, however, that the two types react very similarly to changes in the interplanetary medium (VeroÄ et al., 1995) (at least in a statistical sense, but due to dierent physical processes); this is why it is very dicult to separate the two types at a single station. Thus, if all pulsations of a longer time-interval are processed statistically, the eects of the solar-wind energy and of IMF parameters on the two types do not dier signi®cantly, as e.g. in the events of the present study (VeroÄ et al., 1994) . Moreover, the response of the two types does not dier signi®cantly from the appearance of UW in the nearEarth space, as shown by VeroÄ et al. (1994) . It seems that both types are connected to processes in the interplanetary medium: changes in the direction of the IMF may lead to changes in the pressure at the magnetopause and cause an UW-impulse. A further argument in favour of a common origin is the impulse-like excitation and termination of FLR structures, discussed in the present paper. The discrete resonant frequencies correspond to particular resonant shells which exist, regardless of the driving mechanism, because of a step-wise variation of the plasmasphere density.
4. There are remarkable dierences between spectra of longer (e.g. 1 h) intervals and instantaneous spectra. In the spectra of long intervals, FLR is often predominant, in spite of possible lower activity (smaller amplitudes), as its period remains the same, while UW has somewhat variable periods. Therefore, the spectral peak corresponding to the UW type becomes diuse during longer intervals, while it may be dominant in selected short intervals of an UW impulse.
5. There are pulsations with periods inconsistent with these two mechanisms, i.e. both the constant period diers from the period of the expected UW and the latitude-dependent period does not correspond to the actual FLR, ®rst or second harmonic. In some cases, an instantaneous change in the FLR periods (due to a change in the magnetospheric plasma density) may explain these exceptional periods, as e.g. in the 26 April event. In the case of the 18 June event, the periods seem to follow the changes in the IMF, but with a relation dierent from the normal one (here 237/B instead of 170/B). According to Le and Russell (1996) , such a value of 237 would be consistent with a reasonable large cone angle, i.e. of the order of 45°. Actually, the cone angle was mostly less than 20°during this interval, with a maximum of 34°. Thus, the unusual factor cannot be explained by this eect. It is to be remarked here that at 0904 UT, i.e. some 4 min after the end of our 18 June event, very high activity started in the interplanetary medium. The unusual factor may also be connected to the vicinity of the highly disturbed plasma of this event.
The mentioned unusual periods may be due to incorrect data or interpretation (as e.g. a dierent IMF B-value in the immediate vicinity of the Earth from the satellite position), to some shift in the FLR period (due e.g. to exceptional particle densities in the magnetosphere) or also to some additional source of pulsations, possibly¯ux transfer events or other transient events at the magnetopause.
A comparison of the present results with those obtained by Waters et al. (1991 Waters et al. ( , 1994 and Samson et al. (1992 Samson et al. ( , 1995 detected the following similar points: a. A harmonic structure was most often found at the highest-latitude stations both in the Waters et al. study v 2X7 and in our case (at NGK). A similar structure was absent at lower-latitude stations (Waters et al.: v 1X8, here at several stations below 2.2 down to v 1X5).
b. Waters et al. very often found resonant structures at the v 1X8 station (on 40 days out of 42). In the present case, resonance is practically always present at the higher-latitude stations (NGK and WRH), while at lower-latitudes below v 1X8, its occurrence is somewhat less frequent. Nevertheless, the very high occurrence frequency of FLR is in both cases similar.
c. At the lower-latitude station of Waters et al. v 1X8, rather broadband signals are recorded, with a resonant line at the upper end of the active frequencies. In the present study, the broadband signals are not attributed to magnetospheric noise (as in Waters et al.), but interpreted as signals coming directly from the interplanetary space (UW) without signi®cant change in the spectrum. The dierent interpretation is based on the fact that this broadband noise has a peak at a frequency statistically related to the magnitude of the IMF. The observation itself is, however, similar.
d. In an earlier work (VeroÄ and Cz Miletits, 1994) we estimated the surface width of the resonant shells to about 100 km, and this value was also con®rmed by the present study based on the period dierence between the lines in the high-resolution dynamic spectra; Waters et al. (1991) gave a value of 80 km.
e. Samson et al. (1992 Samson et al. ( , 1995 re-analysed the Waters et al. spectra with higher-frequency resolution and found ®ne spectra which are in accordance with theoretical spectra for the waveguide-driven FLR. These high-resolution spectra are very similar to our dynamic spectra with very high frequency resolution (Fig. 10) . This similarity means that there is a similar number of lines (around three) in each case. The width of the spectral window was in the Samson et al. study 1±2 mHz, and in our``normal'' dynamic spectra (where the lines do not appear) 5 (at high frequencies) to 2 mHz (at low frequencies). In the dynamic spectra with very high frequency resolution it was 1±0.4 mHz, i.e. in the critical range similar to that used by Samson et al. f. The latitude (or L-value) dependence of the structures found in the spectra is very similar in both cases, with an envelope shifted to lower and lower frequencies at higher latitudes, and even certain lines within these broader resonance intervals are identical or similar at neighbouring stations in both cases.
g. In terms of details of the line spectra, the spacing of the lines is in Samson et al. about 4 mHz, being roughly 10% at periods of about 20±25 s, corresponding to our Fig. 11 . Nevertheless, the spacing in frequency remains the same 4 mHz at longer periods, i.e. at 20 mHz, corresponding to a dierence of about 20% at a period of 40 s. This is more than found in our case, but even in the Samson et al. (1995) study the structure is less clear for the ®rst harmonic at higher-latitude stations (ORB in their Fig. 3) .
h. A further signi®cant dierence is that in our case the line structure is variable, a given con®guration remaining stable only for a few minutes, as maximum for a time-interval of some 10 min, while in Samson et al., the structure is given for 30 min. There may be dierent causes for this dierence: either the Samson et al. example is exceptional concerning the length of the stable line structure, or our example is exceptional with the very quick changes of the two types (this is likely, as in the majority of the events such changes are more seldom). In our material, with the dierent method of analysis, temporal changes are furthermore much emphasized, meaning that peaks found in the power spectra over full hours (Fig. 1) correspond to somè`s table'' con®guration, while``ephemeral'' con®gura-tions remain observable for short intervals. The latter explanation seems to be more likely, as the spacing of the peaks e.g. in the NGK power spectrum is 4.6 1.0 mHz. In Samson et al. (1995 . Table 1) , the average theoretical spacing for a comparable L-value is 4.4 mHz, thus the averages correspond quite well. Moreover, in the case of the event 0800± 0900 UT, 18 June the IMF was much more variable than normal, and therefore impulses could more often terminate previously existing structures.
i. The frequency/period corresponding to shells of FLRs in the very high resolution dynamic spectra are stable and do not change in time. Transitions between structures occur when an impulse-like increase appears in the pulsation activity.
k. The trapped plasmaspheric mode with turning points at the plasmapause and inside the plasmasphere (plasmatrough mode) has a period of about 15 mHz (Allan et al., 1986) . This mode was not found by Samson et al. In the present study, this mode could be present in event 13 from 1984, as well as in two cases, when 60-s activity was found all along the array.
Concerning the missing evidence of the line structure in satellite measurements (Engebretson et al., 1987) , the narrow shells found in the present study exclude the possibility of in situ observation. Moreover, the picture seen by a satellite depends on the phase dierence between neighbouring shells. Even if all in®nitely thin shells are simultaneously excited, the phase dierence between the signals of the dierent shells increases in time; therefore the components of the signal at dierent L-shells become of confused phase situation after a certain time, and a satellite crossing them would not see any regular pulsation. If the shells are of ®nite thickness and these shells are in phase, then the sinusoidal character remains even for a long time after the excitation. Nevertheless, some indications for rapid changes in Pc3 pulsations have earlier been seen in satellite data (Mier-Jedrzejowicz and Hughes, 1980) .
